AL SYSTEM
LIGHTWEIGHT, ECO-FRIENDLY SYSTEM

WHY SELECT THE AL SYSTEM?

- 28mm aluminum pipe and connector system
- Lightweight and corrosion-resistant
- Easily adjustable with sliding connection points
- Clean and attractive design
- Integrates with most 28mm pipe systems for added versatility
- Conducive to applications requiring internal movement components

ENVIROMENTALLY LEAN
Minimize material waste and cultivate a recyclable work floor

SAFETY INNOVATION IMPROVEMENT

SYSTEM BENEFITS
The AL SYSTEM is a highly reusable aluminum system, with easy disassembly and variability of connector-and-frame combinations.

This system is 99% recyclable and conducts less electricity per use than the average non-recyclable structure. Without a need for specialized tools or devices, the AL SYSTEM is designed for multiple options to eliminate waste.

THE RIGHT PARTS, THE RIGHT SYSTEM
The lightweight, corrosion resistant AL System is the precise choice for applications that require a more complex design. With the most configurability of the modular systems, structural profiles built of this material have a multitude of industrial uses.

ALUMINUM CUSTOM APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Structures Built for Automation
- Ergonomic Transport Solutions
- Kanban and 5S Systems
- Assembly Racks with 4 Direction Frames
- Alumite-Treated Frames for High Humidity Workspaces

ABOUT C TEK LEAN SOLUTIONS
For over 20 years, C Tek has provided lean material handling solutions across North America. With our high-quality materials and innovative design, we have worked across all industries to eliminate waste and drive efficient and safe environments for our customers.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
888-611-1981
sales@ctekls.com
www.ctekleansolutions.com